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inspired by way of contemporary movement, i eventually made up our minds to complete this
book. Rewarding, to assert little or no of its effect to me personally, and its impression at the
American Public. the 1st a number of chapters are so painful to learn if one holds even an oz of
empathy for the indigenous tribes of this continent, really lower than what i'm going to easily
name the "jurisdiction", or care, of the ever-powerful usa Government. learn it, then
www.honorthetreaties.org.Just a few, brief rates to share, even supposing each one bankruptcy
heading is full of the knowledge of Indian Way, and the remainder of pages full of depth and
insight."Our major challenge In the Spirit of Crazy Horse is to put out of your mind the past, aid
advertise humans to improve--don't name one other guy a thief or rapist. we do not believe the
monks here, who will not bury a bootlegger; their activity is to wish for them, to not refuse them."
strikes Camp raised his eyes to mine. "One of those days, every little thing will turn; it is
sluggish yet it really is coming. For the final years, right here in Oglala, we've got had solar
dances again. we need to re-educate the folk to Indian way: do not select this desk over this
man"--he rapped the table--"because you can also make one other desk yet you can't make this
guy again. The white guy will learn, too, they say, yet we are not imagined to train him every
little thing at In the Spirit of Crazy Horse once, he needs to redevelop in a typical way." ~ Sam
strikes Camp, p. 528(While campaigning in South Dakota, Ronald Reagan had said, "We will
honor all treaties"; instead, the Reagan administration, whereas doing its most sensible to prop
up the nuclear and armaments In the Spirit of Crazy Horse industries, had eradicated over 400
jobs at the job-poor Pine Ridge Reservation and gutted the investment for social companies
resembling the problem heart for would-be suicides. via the top of Reagan's first yr in office, the
cutbacks in social providers and suggestions programs--very critical for all bad humans in
America--were envisioned to be ten instances as critical in Indian state as they have been
elsewhere, with worse to come.) ~ Peter Mathiessen, p. 531We didn't ask you white males to
return here. the nice Spirit gave us this state as a home. You had yours. We didn't intervene
with you. the nice Spirit gave us lots of land to reside on, and buffalo, deer, antelope, In the
Spirit of Crazy Horse and different game. yet you will have come here; you take my land from
me; you're killing off our game, so it truly is difficult for us to live. Now, you let us know to
paintings for a living, however the nice Spirit didn't make us to work, yet to stay by way of
hunting. You white males can paintings if you would like to. we don't intrude with you, and back
you say, why do you no longer turn into civilized? we don't wish your civilization! we might stay
as our fathers did, and their fathers sooner than them. ~ loopy Horse (Lakota) p. iv"What does
this Mount Rushmore suggest to us Indians?" requested John fireplace Lame Deer. "It implies
that those enormous white faces are telling us, "First we gave you Indians a treaty you could
continue those Black Hills forever, so long as the solar may shine, in trade for the entire
Dakotas, Wyoming and Montana. Then we discovered the gold and took this final piece of land,
simply because we have been stronger, and there have been extra people than there have
been of you, and since we had cannons and Gatling guns, when you hadn't even stepped
forward a ways adequate to make a metal knife. And if you happen to didn't wish to leave, we

wiped you out, and people of you who survived we wear reservations. after which we took the
gold out, one billion bucks, and we are not via yet. and since we adore the vacationer dollars,
too, we've made your sacred Black Hills into one immense Disneyland. And once we did all this
we carved up this mountain, the residing position of your spirits, and positioned our In the Spirit
of Crazy Horse 4 glowing white faces here. we're the conquerors." . . .One man's shrine is one
other man's cemetery, other than that now a number of white fogeys also are getting
uninterested in having to examine this giant paperweight curio. we won't break out from it. you
may make a beautiful mountain right into a nice paperweight, yet are you able to make it right
into a wild, common mountain again? i don't believe you've got the knowledge for that. . . . might
be it isn't too overdue to place an elevator below this complete shrine of democracy--press a
button and the complete monument disappears. And as soon as a week--say, each Sunday
from 9 to eleven--you press the button back and people 4 heads arise back with the track going
complete blast. the blokes who obtained an astronaut at the moon will be capable of do that a
lot for us Indians, artists and nature lovers. ~ John fireplace Lame Deer, pp. xxxix-xl
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